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Abstract
Let t > 2 and s > 1 be two integers. Define a (t, s)-coloring of a hypergraph to
be a coloring of its vertices using t colors such that each color appears on each edge
at least s times. In this note, we provide a sufficient condition for the existence of
a (t, s)-coloring of a hypergraph by using the symmetric lopsided version of Lova´sz
Local Lemma. Our result generalizes several known results on hypergraph colorings.
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1 Introduction
A hypergraph H consists of a collection E of subsets of a finite set V , the members of V are
the vertices and the members of E are the edges of H. Define a 2-coloring of a hypergraph
to be a coloring of its vertices using two colors such that no edge is monochromatic.
In 1975, by using the symmetric version of Lova´sz Local Lemma, Erdo˝s and Lova´sz
[4] obtained a sufficient condition for a hypergraph to have a 2-coloring.
Theorem 1 (Erdo˝s and Lova´sz [4]). Let H be a hypergraph in which every edge contains
at least k vertices and meets at most d other edges. If
e(d + 1) 6 2k−1,
then H has a 2-coloring.
By using the symmetric ‘lopsided’ version of Lova´sz Local Lemma, McDiarmid [11]
improved Theorem 1 in 1997 as follows.
Theorem 2 (McDiarmid [11]). Let H be a hypergraph in which every edge contains at
least k vertices and meets at most d other edges. If
e(d+ 2) 6 2k,
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then H has a 2-coloring.
McDiarmid [11] also generalized 2-colorings to t-colorings, that is, a coloring of its
vertices using t colors such that each color appears on each edge. An analogous sufficient
condition has been obtained.
Theorem 3 (McDiarmid [11]). Let H be a hypergraph in which every edge contains at
least k vertices and meets at most d other edges. Let t > 2 be an integer. If
e
(
1−
1
t
)k (
(d+ 1)(t− 1) + 1
)
6 1,
then H has a t-coloring.
Motivated by the above results, we consider a generalization of t-colorings. Define a
(t, s)-coloring of a hypergraph to be a coloring of its vertices using t colors such that each
color appears on each edge at least s times. Note that the (t, 1)-coloring is the general
t-coloring. In 2010, Chen et al. [3] considered (t, 2)-colorings of a hypergraph and showed
the following result.
Theorem 4 (Chen et al. [3]). Let H be a hypergraph in which every edge contains at least
k vertices and meets at most d other edges. Let t > 2 be an integer with k > 2t. If
e
(
1−
1
t
)k−1(
1−
1
t
+
k
t
)(
(d+ 1)(t− 1) + 1
)
6 1
then H has a (t, 2)-coloring.
In this note, by using the symmetric lopsided version of Lova´sz Local Lemma, we
provide a sufficient condition for the existence of a (t, s)-coloring of a hypergraph for
general t > 2 and s > 1.
Theorem 5. Let H be a hypergraph in which every edge contains at least k vertices and
meets at most d other edges. Let t > 2 and s > 1 be two integers with k > st. If
e
s−1∑
j=0
(
k
j
)(
1
t
)j (
1−
1
t
)k−j (
(d+ 1)(t− 1) + 1
)
6 1,
then H has a (t, s)-coloring.
Remark 1. Taking t = 2 and s = 1 in Theorem 5, we get Theorem 2; taking s = 1
in Theorem 5, we get Theorem 3; and taking s = 2 in Theorem 5, we get Theorem 4.
For more results on hypergraph colorings and related problems, we refer the reader to
[2, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15].
2 Proof of Theorem 5
The famous Lova´sz Local Lemma will play a key role in our proof.
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Lemma 1 (Local Lemma: symmetric lopsided version, see in [1]). Let A1, . . . , An be
events in a probability space Ω with a lopsidependency graph G. Suppose that each event
Ai has probability at most p and each vertex in G has degree at most ∆. If
ep(∆ + 1) 6 1
then Pr[
∧n
i=1Ai] > 0.
Color the vertices of H by using colors 1, . . . , t independently and with equal proba-
bility. Let Aif be the event that the color i appears on the edge f at most s − 1 times.
Then
Pr[Aif ] =
s−1∑
j=0
(
|f |
j
)(
1
t
)j (
1−
1
t
)|f |−j
.
Let
θ(|f |, j) =
(
|f |
j
)(
1
t
)j (
1−
1
t
)|f |−j
.
By t > 2, we have θ(|f |, j) > 0. Since |f | > k > st > jt for each j ∈ {0, . . . , s − 1}, we
have
θ(|f |, j)
θ(|f |+ 1, j)
=
(|f |
j
) (
1
t
)j (
1− 1
t
)|f |−j
(|f |+1
j
) (
1
t
)j (
1− 1
t
)|f |+1−j
=
1− j|f |+1
1− 1
t
> 1.
Hence θ(|f |, j) is a decreasing function and, by |f | > k, we have θ(|f |, j) 6 θ(k, j) for each
edge f and each j ∈ {0, . . . , s− 1}. It follows that
Pr[Aif ] =
s−1∑
j=0
θ(|f |, j) 6
s−1∑
j=0
θ(k, j) =
s−1∑
j=0
(
k
j
)(
1
t
)j (
1−
1
t
)k−j
. (1)
We construct a t-partite graph G with
V (G) = {Aif : i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, f ∈ E(H)}, E(G) = {A
i
fA
i
g : i 6= j, f ∩ g 6= ∅},
see an illustration in Figure 1. Since each edge meets at most d other edges and there are
t colors in total, we have
∆(G) 6 (d+ 1)(t− 1). (2)
Now we show that G is a lopsidependency graph for the events Ajf . The following powerful
lemma is needed.
Lemma 2 (McDiarmid [11]). Let n, t be two positive integers and let P be a product
measure on Ω = {1, . . . , n}t. For each (color) j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, let C (j) be a collection
3
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Figure 1: An illustration of the constructed graph G.
of subsets of V = {1, . . . , n}. For each set f ∈ C (j), let D
(j)
f be a hereditary collection
(downset) of subsets of f and let A
(j)
f be the event
A
(j)
f = {ω ∈ Ω : {i ∈ f : ωi = j} ∈ D
j
f}.
Let Ĝ be the t-partite graph with parts {A
(j)
f } for each j ∈ {1, . . . , t} and satisfying that
vertices A
(j)
f and A
(j′)
f ′ are adjacent if and only if j 6= j
′ and f ∩ f ′ 6= ∅. Then Ĝ is a
lopsidependency graph for the events A
(j)
f .
In our (t, s)-coloring, for each j ∈ {1, . . . , t}, let D
(j)
f be the set of all subsets of f of
size at most s− 1. Then one can see that the event A
(j)
f defined in Lemma 2 is the same
as the event Ajf defined above. So by Lemma 2 the graph G is a lopsidependency graph
for the events Ajf . The required result therefore follows directly from Inequalities (1), (2)
and Lemma 1.
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